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Abstract: This paper aims at analyzing all-pairs shortest paths algorithm by Floyd to extract optimal path between any pair of vertices of various 
path length.  To form least cost round tour, vertices of an optimal chain are grouped into cluster. These optimal chains are combined by taking an 
account of both path length as well as magnitude of the path. The chain which has largest path length and optimal distance will be considered 
first. Tour is constructed by adding up vertices to optimal chains in suitable positions based on nearness. 
This approach is a mix of both dynamic and greedy strategies. Illustrations of different variations are focus of the study.   
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

There are several algorithms for solving shortest path 
problem viz., Bellman-Ford algorithm, reaching algorithm, 
Floyd-Warshall algorithm and Dijkstra’s algorithm[1]. 
Routing algorithms are of prime importance in computer 
networking. There are three major types of algorithms.  

• Single Pair - These algorithms take a specific source 
and destination. Only one path is required in 
response, and this is usually assumed to be the most 
optimal.  

• Single Source - In this type algorithm, the path from 
one node to all the others is required.  

• All Pairs - The algorithm must return the shortest 
paths from every waypoint to all the others. This is 
naturally the most computationally expensive. 

The all-pairs shortest path problem can be considered the 
most prominent of all routing problems. It aims to compute the 
shortest path between any pair of vertices v and u. Using 
Dijkstra’s single-source algorithm, it is possible to get a naive 
implementation of O(n3) since the O(n2) algorithm must be 
iterated for every vertex -- i.e. running an O(n2

    pathlength[i,j]=0; 

) process n 
times.  
    Storing all the paths explicitly can be impractical in terms of 
memory consumption, so these are usually considered as all-
pairs shortest distance problems [2], which aim to find just the 
distance from a vertex  to another. The result of this operation 
is an n x n matrix, which stores estimated distances to the each 
node.  
     The pseudo code of the Floyd’s algorithm [3-4] all-pairs 
shortest paths   
          
 Algorithm AllPairShortestPaths(C[1:n,1:n]) 
  //Input: Cost adjacency matrix C of the given graph with n vertices 
  //Output: n x n distance matrix D of the shortest Paths’, pred a n x n       
  //matrix of intermediate  nodes and a n x n matrix  pathlength which   
  //contains the length of the optimal path between a pair of vertices.    
  {         
                  for i=1 to n do  //Initialize distance matrix 
               
                  for j=1 to n do 
                 {   

    D[i,j]= C[i,j]; 
    pred[i,j]=0;   

    if(C[i,j]!=0) 
     pathlength[i,j]=1; 

                  } 
                    for k=1 to n do 
            for i=1 to n do 
                             for j=1 to n do 
                             if(D[i,k]+D[k,j]<D[i,j]) 
                            {  
                                    D[i,j]= D[i,k]+D[k,j];  
                                    pred[i,j]=k; 
                                    pathlength[i,j]=pathlength[i,j]+1; 
                            }     
  }  
  
The matrix D[i,j] consisting of all distances from vertex vi to 
vertex vj

i) Analyse Floyd’s algorithm to form cluster of chains 

 is known as the all-pairs shortest path matrix, or 
more simply, the graph distance matrix[5]. 
 
Main objectives of this paper are to  

                using predecessor matrix. 
       ii) Adopt different variations  and obtain least cost  
                round tour based on pathlength matrix.. 
In subsequent sections different variations to obtain optimal 
chains are depicted                        

II. DIRECTLY  FORMING THE CHAINS BY ADDING 
MINIMUM COST EDGES 

Let G be a n vertex graph represented by cost 
adjacency matrix. Starting from any arbitrary vertex move to 
the nearest unvisited vertex till all the vertices are included in 
the path. Repeat the step for all the vertices. Hence there will 
be n chains of path length n-1.  By connecting the end vertices 
of these individual chains will result in n Hamiltonian Circuits. 
The minimum among these tours can be considered as an 
approximate minimum cost round tour.    

For example consider the following instance of 
weighted graph 
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0      2      3      4      5 
6      0      7      8      9 
9      2      0      3      1 
1      7      8      0      9 
8      9      6      5      0 

 
Path1 -->   1-->2-->3-->5-->4 
Cost of this path =2+7+1+5 = 15 
Path2 -->   2-->1-->3-->5-->4 
Cost of this path =6+3+1+5 = 15 
Path3 -->   3-->5-->4-->1-->2 
Cost of this path =1+5+1+2 = 9 
Path4-->    4-->1-->2-->3-->5 
Cost of this path =1+2+7+1 = 11 
Path5 -->   5-->4-->1-->2-->3 
Cost of this path =5+1+2+7 = 15       
Path 1, ... , Path 5 are optimal chains starting from 

vertices 1,…,5 respectively.  Connecting the end vertex to 
starting vertex of these paths will give round tours.  Except for 
Path 2, remaining paths provide round tours of cost 16.  
Therefore any one of these tours is the required minimum cost 
round tour viz.,  -541235 with total cost 16.  
 
Algorithm OptimalChains(C[1:n,1:n]) 
// Input:Cost adjacency matrix C[1:n,1:n] of Graph G  
//Output: n Optimal Chains  
{      
       s=1; //  initialize s with vertex 1 
       while(s<=n) 
       {       start=s; cost=0;k=1; 
  p[k]=s; 
 for i=1 to n do 
 { 
                   m=1; // To set a vertex and initial minimum value 
     while(c[start][m]==0 || visited(m)==1) 
  m++; 
     min=c[start][m];   p[++k]=m; 
     for i=1 to n do 
     { 
  if(start==j) 
      continue; 
  if(visited(j)==1) 
      continue; 
  else { 
    if(c[start][j]<=min) 
    { 
      min=c[start][j];p[k]=j; 
    } 
       } 
     } 
     start=p[k]; 
  if(k==n) 
    break; 
 } 

print("Path -->"); 
 for i=1 to n do 
 { 
   print(p[i]); 
 } 
 print(newline);//start a new line 
 print("Cost of this path ="); 
 for i=1 to n do 
 { 
      print( c[p[i]][p[i+1]]); 
      cost=cost+ c[p[i]][p[i+1]]; 
 } 
 print(cost); 

 print(newline); 
 for (i=1;i<=n;i++) 
  p[i]=0; 
 s++; 
 } 
} 
 
Algorithm  visited( v) 
{ 
      for i=1 to n do 
      { 
       if(v==p[i]) 
   return 1; 
       } 
     return 0; 
} 
The execution time of this algorithm is of order of O(n4

III CONSTRUCTION OF CHAIN BY SELECTING DISTANT 
VERTEX   

). 

In this method obtain all-pairs shortest path matrix by 
Flyod’s algorithm. Extract pair of vertices i and j which are far 
away from each other. Construct the path using the following 
procedure. 

 
Path (i,j) 
{ 
      if(pred[i,j]=0) 
      {     print(i,j); //single edge 
             return; 
      } 
      else  // Compute the two parts of the path 
      {  
             Path(i,pred[i,j]); 
             Path(pred[i,j],j); 
      } 
} 
 

Complete the tour by adding vertices which are not visited 
using greedy approach by inserting nearest vertices to either of 
the end points of the chain. 
      Alternatively two distant vertices can be obtained by 
Dijkstra’s single source shortest path algorithm [6-8]. 
Johnson’s algorithm can be used since it is efficient than 
Floyd’s in the case if a graph is a sparse [9] (Even though TSP 
focuses on a complete graph some real life situation can be a 
sparse graph). 
 
For the given example all pairs shortest path matrix is   
                 0     2 3     4 4  

6     0 7     8 8  
4     2 0     3 1  
1     3 4     0 5  
6     8 6     5 0 

Pair of distant vertices are   (2,4), (2,5) and (5,2) 
extract the path between these pairs by using predecessor 
matrix and using the procedure Path (specified above). 
Predecessor matrix for given instance is                       
 

0     0 0     0 3  
0     0 0     0 3  
4     0 0     0 0  
0     1 1     0 3  
4     3 0     0 0 
 

Corresponding paths are 
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  path from 2 to 4:     2--->4 
                             path from 2 to 5:     2--->3--->5 
                             path from 5 to 2:     5--->3--->2. 
Select the longest among these for example the path between 
(2,5)  2---> 3---> 5. Now find the optimum chain of remaining 
vertices (4,1)  i.e 4--->1.  Join this path to either before to 
vertex  2 or after the vertex 5. We have two chains  
                 4--->1--->2--->3--->5   and its total cost is 11 
                 2--->3--->5--->4--->1   and its total cost is 14 
Similarly select the path between (5,2) 5--->3--->2 and join 
the optimum chain of remaining vertices 4--->1. Then two 
chains will be  
4--->1--->5--->3--->2  and its cost will be 14 
5--->3--->2--->4--->1  and its cost is 17.  
Therefore most probably the required optimal  round  will  be 
541235 with total cost 16. 

III. USING PATH LENGTH MATRIX 
First obtain the all-pairs shortest path’s path length matrix.  

Select the pair of vertices i and j which have highest path 
length. Obtain the path between i and j. Get the optimal chain 
by adding remaining vertices. Path length matrix for the given 
instance is  

0    1     1    1    2  
1    0     1    1    2  
3    1     0    1    1  
1    2     2    0    3  
2    2     1    1    0 

 
It is clear from the above matrix that distant pair of vertices in 
terms of pathlength are (3,1) and (4,5).   
The shortest paths between these pair of vertices are  

3--->4--->1 with cost 4 (observe the fact that in path 
length matrix the entry for vertex 3 and 1 is 3 i.e the length of 
the path is atmost 3) and 

4--->1--->3--->5 with cost 5 
Select the second chain since it covers more vertices and insert 
the  remaining  vertex 2  in the appropriate  position  based  on  
proximity.  Since vertex pair (1,3) is  nearest  to  2  insert the  
vertex between 1 and 3 to get the optimal chain.(Obtain the 
optimum paths  if more than one vertex remains and merge the 
paths). 

               4--->1--->2--->3--->5   and its total cost is 11. 
Linked list data structure can be used for inserting vertices or 
merging the optimal paths 

Therefore most strongly recommended optimal  round tour 
will  be  4--->1--->2--->3--->5--->4   with total cost 16. 

IV.  RESULTS 
TSP is a complex problem of combinatorial graph theory and 
belongs to category of factorial time complexity for which 
finding an exact solution is very hard when the given graph 
contains more number of vertices.  
 An attempt has been made to obtain most appropriate 
solution by grouping the vertices of predecessor matrix into 
optimal chains and also by taking an account of path length. 
For the given problem by observing different variations the 
best round tour can be 541235 with total cost 
16. 

V. CONCLUSION 
        This study is all about clustering vertices based on all 

pairs shortest path algorithm and utilizing these clusters to form 
optimal round tour.  This approach can achieve solution with 
relatively less number of iterations compared to classical 
algorithms of Branch and Bound or Backtracking. 

             The major objective behind this study is to form 
variations to deduce minimum cost tour.  Attempts can be 
made with following variations 

i) Starting from closest pair in all pairs shortest path 
matrix 

ii) Union of least cost paths  
iii) Forming the chain of vertices by selecting 

shortest length paths from path length matrix   
As a non-exact solver the approach adopted in this study can 
be used for obtaining feasible solution in polynomial time. 
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